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The purpose of this paper is to demonstrate how different types of linguistic evidence and methods have an effect on the development of research hypotheses concerning linguistic usage, and thus contribute to the resulting linguistic descriptions. The types of evidence and methods covered are 1) linguistic introspection, 2) qualitative corpus analysis, 3) quantitative, statistical corpus analysis, and two types 4) psycholinguistic experiments, namely forced choice and acceptability rating tests. As a case example, this study will focus on one near-synonymous Finnish verb pair, miettiä and pohtia, corresponding to ‘think, ponder, reflect’. This paper is a methodological overview and extension of a previous pilot study (Arppe and Järvikivi, 2002). A critical assessment of these studies is presented in an associated paper (Kenttä 2004). Linguistic introspection based on usage examples of the studied synonym pair in the authoritative ’Standard dictionary of Finnish’ resulted in the initial hypotheses that 1) miettiä is associated with individual human agents, and that 2) pohtia is associated with abstract patients. As previous research on the constraints of synonymy has focused on pragmatic, lexical or syntactic features, the author decided initially to focus on word-internal morphological features, characteristic of Finnish as a morphologically rich language. As the agent, i.e. grammatical subject, is the only dependent function that is realized as an obligatory morphological feature in the finite Finnish verb, preference of agent type became the focus of subsequent study, and the possible preference of other function types were sidelined. As corpora are an abundant source of empirical evidence of usage, produced independent of the original hypotheses, a manual, qualititative analysis of the research corpus (~2 million words of Finnish newspaper text) was undertaken next. The results of this analysis 1) support the original hypothesis of an association of miettiä with individual human agents, and furthermore 2) suggest a new hypothesis of an association of pohtia with collective human agents. Since individual counter-examples were also observed, an categorical dichotomy according to agent type could not, however, be supported. To resolve whether the hypothesized preferential differences are also statistically significant, a quantitative study was performed. The quantitative results confirm as statistically significant the qualitative hypotheses that i) pohtia is preferred with collective human agents and ii) miettiä with individual human agents, specifically in the first person singular. However, these results do not confirm that miettiä would be generally preferred with the observed individual human agents, as they also indicate that the iii) association of pohtia with individual human agents in the third person singular is statistically significant. As statistical significance is reached in higher frequency counts with smaller differences in ratios, it was the linguist’s informed judgment that of the above results, (i) and (ii) representing ratios of 1:3 and 1:9, respectively, are furthermore linguistically meaningful, whereas (iii) representing a ratio of 4:6 is not. Since corpora can only provide positive evidence on observed usage, the infrequency or lack of some linguistic form in a corpus does not imply that such a form is not linguistically acceptable. In such cases psycholinguistic experiments are indispensable. On the one hand, the results of a forced choice test showed that the linguistic preferences of a group of native Finnish speakers reflected the quantitative corpus-based results.  On the other hand, an acceptability rating test appeared to address the relationships underlying the observed choices in both the forced choice tests and the corpus, and contradict one of the earlier hypotheses. Despite the infrequency of pohtia in the first person singular form (representing an individual human agent) in the corpus and the preference of miettiä in this same form in the forced choice test, this form of pohtia was nevertheless rated as fully acceptable in the opinion of native users of the language. Hence, the original hypothesis that pohtia were inherently a collective (and consequently non-individual) human cognitive activity was not shown to be true, as the verb was deemed equally acceptable with all the three agent types under study. In contrast, the original hypothesis that miettiä would be inherently an individual human cognitive activity and less natural as a collective human activity was supported. Hence, the choice of pohtia over miettiä in association with collective human agents could be seen as the result of miettiä not being acceptable in such contexts. Furthermore, though both miettiä and pohtia were judged acceptable with first person singular agents, when given the choice between the two verbs, miettiä was the preferred one. In conclusion, high relative frequency seems associated with acceptability, as could be expected. However, lower relative frequency in some context does not necessarily entail low acceptability, although it does seem to reflect lesser preference.
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